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ABSTRACT
◥

New treatments are needed to address persistent unmet clin-
ical needs for diffuse large B-cell lymphoma (DLBCL). Over-
expression of transferrin receptor 1 (TFR1) is common across
cancer and permits cell-surface targeting of specific therapies in
preclinical and clinical studies of various solid tumors. Here, we
developed novel nanocarrier delivery of chemotherapy via TFR1-
mediated endocytosis, assessing this target for the first time in
DLBCL. Analysis of published datasets showed novel association
of increased TFR1 expression with high-risk DLBCL cases.
Carbon–nitride dots (CND) are emerging nanoparticles with
excellent in vivo stability and distribution and are adaptable to
covalent conjugation with multiple substrates. In vitro, linking
doxorubicin (Dox) and transferrin (TF) to CND (CND–Dox–TF,
CDT) was 10–100 times more potent than Dox against DLBCL
cell lines. Gain- and loss-of-function studies and fluorescent

confocal microscopy confirmed dependence of these effects
on TFR1-mediated endocytosis. In contrast with previous
therapeutics directly linking Dox and TF, cytotoxicity of CDT
resulted from nuclear entry by Dox, promoting double-stranded
DNA breaks and apoptosis. CDT proved safe to administer
in vivo, and when incorporated into standard frontline chemo-
immunotherapy in place of Dox, it improved overall survival by
controlling patient-derived xenograft tumors with greatly
reduced host toxicities. Nanocarrier-mediated Dox delivery to
cell-surface TFR1, therefore, warrants optimization as a potential
new therapeutic option in DLBCL.

Significance: Targeted nanoparticle delivery of doxorubicin
chemotherapy via the TRF1 receptor presents a new opportunity
against high-risk DLBCL tumors using potency and precision.

Introduction
Diffuse large B-cell lymphoma (DLBCL) comprises a third of non-

Hodgkin lymphoma (NHL) in the United States, making it the most

common hematologic malignancy (1). Frontline R-CHOP (rituximab,
cyclophosphamide, doxorubicin, vincristine, and prednisone) is effec-
tive in approximately 60%, but patients with relapsed or refractory
(rel/ref) disease following frontline therapy have poor prognosis, with
only about 1 in 10 achieving long-term disease-free survival, typically
requiring salvage chemoimmunotherapy followed by bone marrow
transplantation (2). Overall, there is substantial unmet need inDLBCL,
with at least one in three diagnosed patients ultimately dying. The
anthracycline chemotherapeutic doxorubicin (Dox) remains the most
active drug against DLBCL, serving as the backbone of R-CHOP and
most other standard frontline combination treatment regimens, more
than five decades after the compound’s introduction (3). Clinical use of
Dox is limited by toxicities to bone marrow and cardiomyocytes,
especially in patients with prior anthracycline exposure, resulting in
lifetime cumulative and dose-dependent cardiotoxicity (4–6). Tar-
geted delivery of Dox could alleviate unwanted effects by sparing non-
malignant tissues while maintaining antitumor efficacy.

The transferrin receptor 1 (TFR1), also known as CD71, is a
ubiquitous cell-surface receptor found at low levels in normal human
tissue, serving as the point of entry for iron bound to its ligand
transferrin (TF; ref. 7). TF carrying two atoms of Fe3þ (holo-TF)
undergoes clathrin-mediated endocytosis upon TFR1 binding, fol-
lowed by Fe reduction and release to fuel metabolism and proliferative
pathways. Tumors often meet high iron demands through TFR1
overexpression (8). TFR1 is expressed at higher levels in a variety of
cancers, a well-established potential therapeutic window for targeted
therapeutic delivery (9–18). Preclinical studies have exploited this in
breast cancer (19–23), glioma, andmelanoma (24–26). DLBCLhas not
previously been assessed for TFR1-targeted therapeutic delivery.

Carbon dots (CD) are low-cost photoluminescent nanoparticles
with a gaussian size distribution of 2–8 nm with varying mean
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diameters dependent on syntheses techniques (27). CDs have reduced
toxicities and environmental hazards compared with first-generation
quantum dots synthesized from semiconductor metals (28–30). Prior
work demonstrates utility of CDs as imaging reagents through incor-
poration of photoluminescent moieties (31–34). Intravenous dosing
results in homogeneous distribution of CDs to different organs,
including the bladder, kidney, liver, spleen, brain, and heart, followed
by rapid excretion in urine (35–38). We have led recent efforts to
develop third-generation nanoparticles called carbon–nitride dots
(CND) that have a gaussian size distribution of 1–3.8 nm with a mean
diameter of 2.4 nm, formed from C3N4 triazine polymers (39). CNDs
have excellent properties as potential therapeutic scaffolds, including
enhanced excitation-dependent photoluminescence, reduced size, and
improved stability compared with CDs (40).

Here, we show association between TFR1 expression and reduced
survival of patients with DLBCL, pointing to TFR1 as a novel target to
improve outcomes for high-risk cases. We describe CND–Dox–TF
(CDT), a novel reagent for targeted CND-based delivery of Dox to
tumors exploiting TFR1-mediated endocytosis. CDT has dramatically
increased potency against DLBCL cell lines compared with Dox.
In vivo, replacement of Dox with CDT in R-CHOP (R-nanoCHOP)
significantly improves survival of NOD scid gamma (NSG) mice
bearing DLBCL patient-derived xenograft (PDX) tumors.

Materials and Methods
CND synthesis

Anhydrous citric acid (BDH) was obtained from VWR. Urea was
acquired from Eastman Kodak Company. Doxorubicin hydrochloride
and holo-transferrin (human plasma)were fromTCIAmerica Inc. and
EMD Millipore Corp., respectively. N-Hydroxysuccinimide (NHS)
and 1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl) carbodiimide (EDC) were
purchased from Millipore-Sigma. 3,500-Da molecular weight cutoff
dialysis tubing was from Thermo-Scientific whereas the 100–500-Da
molecular weight cutoff tubing were bought from Spectrum Labora-
tories Inc. The deionized (DI) water used was ultrapure (type I) water
purified using a Millipore Direct-Q 3 water purification system
acquired from EMD Millipore Corp. with a surface tension of
72.6 mN/m, a resistivity of 18 MW�cm and a pH of 6.6 � 0.3 at
20.0 � 0.5�C. All chemicals were used as received.

The synthesis of CNDswas performed using a simple hydrothermal
microwave process using citric acid and urea as reported in our
previous work (39). A summary of this synthesis involves a 0.5 g of
each citric acid and urea dissolving in 25 mL of DI water for overnight
vigorous stirring before a microwave thermal treatment for 7 minutes
under 700W. The resultant solid residuewas sonicated in 20-mLwater
and centrifuged for 30 minutes twice to remove large particles out of
the CNDs dispersion. Furthermore, 0.2-mm filter membranes were
used to filter the dispersion and the filtrate was dialyzed in a 100–500Da
dialysis tubing for 5 days against 4 L DI water with regular water change
every 24 hours. The water dispersion was evaporated to obtain the solid
CNDs product. The characterization of the CNDs was performed to
confirm the reproducibility and the same results were obtained as
reported (39).

Synthesis and characterization of CDT
The as-synthesized CNDs were used for the preparation of the

conjugate. CNDs (8 mg) were first dissolved in 3 mL of PBS (pH 7.4 at
25 mmol/L) and were mixed with EDC (17 mg in 1 mL PBS) before
stirring at room temperature for 30 minutes. Then, NHS (10.2 mg in
1 mL PBS) was added to the above mixture and left for stirring for

another 30 minutes. Then 6 mg of doxorubicin hydrochloride (Dox)
was dissolved in a 0.5: 0.5 mL DMSO: PBS was added to the reaction
mixture to be stirred for 30 minutes, before the addition of holo-
transferrin (TF; 3 mg in 1 mL PBS). The reaction was stirred
overnight and then the solution was transferred into a 3.5 kDa
dialysis tubing to be dialyzed against 2 L DI water for 4 days with
every 24 hours water change, as previously established by us (40, 41).
Finally, the resultant dialyzed solution was freeze-dried to yield the
lyophilized product.

The as-prepared CDT conjugate was subjected to different char-
acterization techniques to confirm the existence of the said conjugate
compound. UV-Vis absorption characterization was performed using
a Cary 100 UV-Vis spectrophotometer (Agilent Technologies) in
aqueous medium in a 1-cm quartz cuvette (Starna Cells). For the
luminescent emission observations, a Horiba Jobin Yvon Fluorolog�3
spectrometer was used (in 1-cm path length quartz cuvette) using a slit
width of 5 nm for both excitation and emission. OriginPro 9.1was used
to create the normalization of the emission spectra with the y-axis
normalized to 1. A PerkinElmer Frontier with a universal ATR
sampling accessary was used to record Fourier-transform infrared
(FTIR) spectra using air as the background. The samples were also
analyzed through mass spectroscopy using matrix-assisted laser
desorption ionization time of flight (MALDI-TOF; Bruker).

Prognostic correlation
Overall survival (OS) analysis based on TFRC expression for

previously untreated patients with DLBCL was performed using the
SurvExpress online tool (42) for both the Lenz and colleagues (ref. 43;
GEO ID# GSE10846) and Reddy and colleagues [ref. 44; European
Genome-phenome Archive at the European Bioinformatics Institute
(EGAS00001002606)], data access kindly provided by the Sandeep
Dave Laboratory, DukeUniversity] datasets. Analysis for both datasets
was conducted using the Maximize Risk Groups function in the
SurvExpress online tool (42).

Cell culture
All cells lines were verified by STR fingerprinting and assessed for

Mycoplasma contamination. Culture media for SU-DHL4, BJAB, and
Riva (purchased from DSMZ); Farage and Toledo (purchased from
ATCC); HBL1 and Karpas-422 (kind gift of H.-G.Wendel Laboratory,
MSKCC); and A20 (kind gift of J. Rosenblatt Laboratory, UM) were
RPMI-1640 supplemented with 10% FBS, penicillin/streptomycin
(P/S), and Mycoplasma inhibitor plasmocin prophylactic (P/P;
ant-mpp). OCI-Ly19 (purchased from the ATCC) was cultured in
IMEM supplemented with 20% FBS, P/S and P/P. HEK293 and 3t3
(purchased from the ATCC) was cultured in DMEM supplemented
with 10% FBS, P/S, and P/P.

Cell viability
For 24–48 hours assessments, cells were seeded at 5,000 cells per

well in a 96-well plate under serial dilutions of drug. For delayed
drug effect viability, cells were seeded at 500,000 cells per well in a
6-well plate on day 0 and treated with drug for 24 hours, after
which, cells were washed x2 and plated in normal cell media without
drug. Viability was assessed using CellTiter-Glo (Promega #G7573)
according to the manufacturer’s protocol. Luminescence was mea-
sured using BioTek Synergy HT plate reader. EC50 values were
calculated using nonlinear fit regression analysis in GraphPad
Prism 8. Apoptosis assessment was conducted with BD Biosciences
reagent (#559763) by the manufacturer’s instructions using Attune
NxT flow cytometer.
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Antibodies
Cell Signaling Technology: CD71 (#13113S), phospho-histone

H2A.X (#9718S), b-actin (#4970S). Thermofisher: CD71
(#MA532500), cyclophilin B (#PA1–027A).

Protein extraction, quantification, and immunoblotting
Cells were seeded at 500,000/mL and incubated as indicated.

Proteins were extracted using RIPA (VWR), Phosphatase Halt
(Thermo #78428). Proteins were quantified using the BCA assay
(Thermofisher Scientific) with 20 mg loaded per lane for Western
blotting. All blots were developed using autoradiography film (VWR)
or Li-Cor Odyssey Fc imaging system after incubation with antibodies
indicated above. Densitometric analysis conducted using Li-Cor affil-
iated ImageStudio software, with all analyses normalized to loading
controls. All antibodies were used per the manufacturer’s recom-
mended dilutions.

Microscopy
Cells were seeded at 50,000 cells per well in a 12-well plate and

treated with either vehicle or drug. BJAB cells were fixed with 4%
paraformaldehyde and permeabilized with 1% NP40 followed by
staining for DAPI (Thermofisher Scientific). Cells were then imaged
(�60) using a Leica DM4 Bmicroscope. HEK293 cells had the nucleus
stained for DAPI (Thermo #R37605) or GFP (Thermo #C10602) per
the manufacturer’s protocol. Cells were then live-imaged (�63 objec-
tive) using Leica Sp5 confocal microscope. Images were collected and
analyzed using the ImageJ software.

TFR1 overexpression
Human TFRC cDNA (HsCD00044911) was purchased from the

DNASU Plasmid Repository and was subsequently cloned into
pLVX-IRES-ZsGreen1 vector (Clontech Laboratories). The recombi-
nant plasmid, together with packaging/envelope plasmids psPAX2
and pMD2.G (Addgene), were co-transfected into HEK293 cells
using Lipofectamine 3000 (Invitrogen) following the manufac-
turer’s instructions. Cell media were changed at 24 hours after
transfection, and viral particles were collected at 48 and 72 hours
post transfection.

For viral transduction, BJAB and Farage cells were infected with
harvested virus by spinoculation. Briefly, the cells were spun at
1,800 rpm for 45 minutes at room temperature. Cells were infected
twice per day for a total of 4 infections. Fresh media were replenished
the day after infections and cells were expanded. BD FACSAria II cell
sorter was used to sort GFP positive cells. Cells transduced with empty
vector were used as negative controls.

Binding assay
Briefly, 500,000 cells were taken up and spun down at 800 g � 5

minutes, washed twice with cold PBS and hereon after moved to ice.
Cells were incubated with holo-TFCF568 (25 mg/mL) and CDT
(500 nmol/L) for 30 minutes on ice, followed by two washes with
cold PBS, and then measured using an Attune NxT flow cytometer
using a YL1 laser.

Inhibitors
Holo-Transferrin (616397–500MG-M)was purchased fromMillipore

Sigma. Fluorescently conjugated Holo-Transferrin (CF405S and CF568)
were purchased from Biotium. Dynasore (S8047) was purchased from
Selleckchem. Rituximab, cyclophosphamide, doxorubicin, vincristine
and prednisone were kindly provided by the Sylvester Comprehensive
Cancer Center chemotherapy pharmacy.

In vivo studies
All animal studies were performed under the approval of the

University of Miami Institutional Animal Care and Use committee.
All mice in this study were NOD scid gamma (NSG) males >8 weeks
of age. For tumor-bearing experiments, we obtained DLBCL PDX
DFBL-75549 tumormodel and engrafted mice through surgical dorsal
tumor implantation. We measured tumor volume (TV) by ultrasound
(Vevo 3100, Visualsonics) with a predetermined survival endpoint of
TV ≥ 1,500 mm3. A continuous body weight loss of >20% was also a
predetermined survival endpoint. For dose-finding experiments, mice
were dosed intravenously on days 0, 14, and 24 and observed for
changes in body weight. For R-nanoCHOP versus R-CHOP tumor-
bearing experiments, mice were dosed with all drugs intravenously
once on day 1 of every 21 days, with exception to prednisone
administered orally. The following drug doses were used: rituximab,
20 mg/kg; cyclophosphamide, 40 mg/kg; doxorubicin, 3.3 mg/kg;
CDT, 33 mg/kg; vincristine, 0.5 mg/kg; prednisone, 0.2 mg/kg.

Formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded tissue sections, produced per
standard protocols, were used tomake hematoxylin and eosin–stained
and IHC pathology slides. Antibodies were used as per above, when
applicable.

Statistical analysis
A two-tailed student t test was carried out for all data using the

GraphPad t test calculator, with P < 0.05 considered statistically
significant with a 95% confidence interval (CI). AUC carried out for
delayed onset toxicity assessments using the GraphPad AUC function
with subsequent student t test carried out based off total area, SEM and
n values, withP< 0.05 considered statistically significantwith a 95%CI.
All experiments reported are the mean triplicate or quadruplicate �
SEM of three independent replicates unless otherwise stated in the
figure legend. OS analysis used log-rank (Mantel–Cox) statistics in
Prism 8 software, with P < 0.05 considered significant.

Results
High TFRC in DLBCL correlates with inferior outcome after
frontline therapy

TFR1 expression correlates with worse clinical outcomes in solid
tumor malignancies (14–18). Though work nearly 40 years ago
suggested worse prognosis in aggressive lymphomas with high TFR1
expression, this has not been analyzed in DLBCL as currently defined
and treated. We examined expression of TFRC, the gene encoding
TFR1, in two independent publishedDLBCL gene-expression datasets.
Analysis of chip-based gene-expression data from Lenz and collea-
gues (43) on 414 previously untreated DLBCL tumors showed signif-
icantly worse OS after frontline therapy for patients with high TFRC
(P ¼ 0.025; HR, 1.44; 95% CI, 1.05–1.97; Fig. 1A; ref. 42). All these
patients were treated with either R-CHOP (233) or CHOP (181).More
recently, Reddy and colleagues (44) performed RNA-seq on 756 newly
diagnosed DLBCL cases from patients uniformly treated with ritux-
imab-containing standard frontline combination therapy. High TFRC
expression again carried significantly worse OS in these data (P ¼
0.005; HR, 1.48; 95% CI, 1.12–1.95; Fig. 1B; ref. 44). A known marker
of highly proliferative cells, high TFRC identifies DLBCL cases, under
current diagnostic criteria, at high risk to be failed by R-CHOP and
other standard frontline treatments.

Generation of CDT
We synthesized CNDs from urea and citric acid using our previ-

ously published hydrothermal microwave technique (39). We
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confirmed resultingCNDsconsist of a tris-s-triazine structure containing
CandN,withhigh abundanceof amine, amide, and carboxylic functional
groups (Supplementary Fig. S1A and S1B). We used 1-ethyl-3-(3-
dimethylaminopropyl (EDC)/N-Hydroxysuccinimidev (NHS) biocon-
jugation to form carbodiimide bonds between CND carboxylic (COOH)
groups and amino (NH2) groups on Dox and holo-TF, forming stable
covalent bonds, yielding the CDT chemotherapeutic (Fig. 2A and B;
ref. 40). We used ultraviolet (UV) absorption and photoluminescent
spectra analyses of the individual CDT components to confirm the
presence of each in CDT (Fig. 2C; Supplementary Fig. S2A–S2E). FTIR
spectra analysis comparing unconjugated CNDs versus CDT confirmed
the structural bond presence of Dox and TF in CDT (Supplementary
Fig. S2F). To assess long-term compound stability, we performed photo-
luminescent spectra analyses on stock unconjugated and conjugated
CNDcompounds stored at�20�Cconditions for>1 year, confirming the
stable conjugation of each component (Supplementary Fig. S2G and
S2H).We illustrate successful synthesis and stability of CNDcompounds
and the novel CDT chemotherapeutic nanocarrier designed for targeted
delivery of Dox to TFR1-expressing cells.

CDT is exponentially more potent than Dox against DLBCL cell
lines

We next compared the activity of CDT with single-agent Dox
in vitro. DLBCL lines SU-DHL-4, BJAB, Riva, Farage, OCI-Ly19,

HBL1, Karpas-422, and Toledo were dramatically more sensitive to
CDT than molar-equivalent Dox (Fig. 3A; Supplementary
Fig. S3A). Unconjugated (CND) and single-conjugate CND com-
pounds (CND–Dox and CND–TF) had weak or no negative effects
on cell viability (Supplementary Fig. S3A), suggesting CDT activity
depends on dual conjugation of Dox and TF to CNDs. Dox may
have several different cellular effects, with nuclear entry and DNA
damage considered most important against tumors (45). In addi-
tion, onset of apoptosis from Dox DNA damage may be delayed
beyond its terminal half-life (46). We therefore treated BJAB,
Farage, SU-DHL4, and Riva cells with CDT or Dox for 24 hours
at a range of doses, followed by drug washout and continuous cell
viability tracking over 6 days. Strikingly, 10 nmol/L CDT induced
rapid cytotoxicity, with complete loss of cell viability that never
recovered over the time-course, an effect seen only with much
higher doses of Dox (Fig. 3B; Supplementary Fig. S3B). Flow
cytometry confirmed entry into apoptosis in CDT-treated BJAB
and Farage cells at significantly lower doses compared with Dox
(Fig. 3C; Supplementary Fig. S3C). Western blot analysis of
gH2AX, the classic DNA-damage marker, further confirmed rapid
onset of double-stranded DNA breaks by CDT at dramatically
lower doses than Dox in BJAB cells (Fig. 3D). CDT therefore is
exponentially more potent than Dox against DLBCL cells, inducing
rapid DNA damage and onset of apoptosis.

Figure 1.

TFRC expression in patients with DLBCL
correlates with poor OS. A, Lenz and
colleagues (43) Kaplan–Meier OS analysis
of high (red) versus low (green) TFRC
expression in 414 newly diagnosed
untreated patients with DLBCL. B, Reddy
and colleagues (44) Kaplan–Meier OS
analysis of high (red) versus low (green)
TFRC gene expression from 756 patients
with DLBCL. Dotted lines, median OS. Lenz
and colleagues (43) median OS high ¼
4.99 years, low ¼ 10.62 years (log-rank
high/low HR, 1.462; 95% CI, 1.041–2.053).
Reddy and colleagues (44) median OS
high ¼ 7.840 years, low ¼ 10.40 years
(log-rank high/low HR, 1.476; 95% CI,
1.087–2.006).
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CDT promotes rapid nuclear entry by Dox after TFR1-mediated
endocytosis

To investigate whether CDT activity was due to TF binding to cell-
surface TFR1, we overexpressed TFRC in high-TFR1–expressing BJAB
and low-TFR1–expressing Farage cell lines (Fig. 4A; Supplementary
Fig. S4A and S4B) and treated them with CDT (Fig. 4B). Baseline
TFR1 in BJAB was too high for TFRC introduction to increase it
significantly (1.13x increase) causing no significant difference in CDT
sensitivity. Farage cells, however, with 2.64x increased expression after
TFRC introduction, became dramatically more sensitive to CDT,
consistent with a TFR1-dependent mode of action. Multiple attempts
to create stable RNAi TFRC knockdown clones of DLBCL lines were
unsuccessful. Although this prevented assessment of TFR1 reduced

expression effect on drug activity, it further illustrates the essential
nature of the protein in DLBCL cells. As an alternate loss-of-function
approach, we used flooding of TFR1 with its natural ligand holo-TF to
reduce availability of binding by CDT. We co-incubated BJAB and
Farage cells with CDT and the maximum non-toxic dose of Holo-TF
(Supplementary Fig. S4C). This caused a significant negative shift in
CDT sensitivity in both lines (Fig. 4C). As a second alternate loss-of-
function assessment, we co-incubated BJAB and Farage cells withCDT
and the clathrin-mediated endocytosis inhibitor dynasore (47). Single
agent dynasore at concentrations known to inhibit endocytosis (15 and
50 mmol/L) negatively affected viability of BJAB and Farage cells
somewhat (Fig. 4D, top). Normalized for baseline dynasore effect on
viability, 100 nmol/L CDT had greatly reduced efficacy in both lines

Figure 2.

CND–Dox–TF synthesis and validation. A, Schematic of CND–Dox–TF synthesis. B, Chemical structure of CND–Dox–TF conjugate showing carbodiimide bonds to
Dox and holo-TF. C, Normalized photoluminescence emission spectra of CND–Dox–TF excited at specific excitation wavelengths related to each single component
(TF-280, CNDs-330–370, Dox-480 nm) that confirms the presence of each individual component in the nanocarrier conjugate.
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(Fig. 4D, bottom). We also found no noticeable change in TFR1
expression in response to CDT or non-toxic CND–TF treatment by
24 hours, consistent with rapid TFR1 recycling back to the cell surface,
as previously described (48–50) even after exposure to toxic CDT
(Supplementary Fig. S4D). To further investigate cellular events

triggered upon CDT exposure, we took advantage of the inherent red
fluorescence of CNDs and Dox with fluorescent confocal microscopy.
Although unconjugated CND and CND–Dox yielded little nuclear
colocalization in BJAB, nuclear colocalization of CDT and Dox
was similar, with CDT doing so at 10-fold lower concentration

Figure 3.

CND–Dox–TF has enhanced in vitro cytotoxicity comparedwith Dox.A, 48-hour viability assays for DLBCL cell lines plated in serial dilutions of Dox and CND–Dox–TF
(left) and mean EC50 �SEM calculated from three independent 48-hour viability experiments (right). EC50 500 nmol/L, no significant activity up to that
concentration. B, Time course viability response of BJAB cell line treated with Dox or CND–Dox–TF. Cells were plated in drug for 24 hours, then washed out and re-
plated in normal media, with daily viability assessment. Data normalized to DMSO-treated controls. Statistical analysis reflective of AUC comparing the same dose
across treatment groups. Shown are triplicate mean �SEM. C, AnnexinV-PE 7-AAD 24-hour apoptosis assay for BJAB cell line at a range of CND–Dox–TF and Dox
doses (left), with percentage of late-apoptotic cells representative of triplicate mean �SEM (right). D, Immunoblot assessment of gH2AX (17 kD) for BJAB cells
exposed as indicated to Dox or CND–Dox–TF. � , P <0.05; ��, P <0.01; ��� , P <0.001; ���� , P <0.0001; ns, nonsignificant (t test). For densitometric analysis, all samples
normalized to loading control were first followed by normalization to DMSO. *, accurate densitometric evaluation not possible given overly strong signal.
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Figure 4.

CND–Dox–TFmechanism of action.A, Immunoblot analysis of TFR1 (90 kD) expression in DLBCL cell lines with cyclophilin B (24 kD) loading control (top) and BJAB
and Farage cells infected and FACS sorted for TFRC overexpression (bottom).B, Forty-eight-hour cell viability assays corresponding to cell lines depicted inAplated
in serial dilutions of CND–Dox–TF. Data shown are mean quadruplicate �SEM, with P values corresponding to Uninfected versus TFRC EC50 values. C, Forty-eight-
hour cell viability assay of BJAB and Farage cell lines plated in serial dilutions of Dox, CND–Dox–TF, CND–TF, and CND–Dox–TF þ a constant 250 mmol/L
concentration of competitive holo-TF in eachwell. Data shown aremean quadruplicate�SEM, withP values corresponding to CND–Dox–TF versus CND–Dox–TFþ a
constant 250 mmol/L holo-TF EC50 values.D, Forty-eight-hour viability response of BJAB and Farage cells treatedwith dynasore for 48-hours (top) and treated with
CND–Dox–TF (100 nmol/L)þ 15 mmol/L or 50 mmol/L dynasore for 48-hours (bottom). Mean triplicate�SEM is shown. E, Fluorescent confocal microscopy images
(�60 objective) of HEK293 cells incubated for 24 hours with CND–Dox–TF (50 nmol/L), CND (500 nmol/L), CND-Dox (500 nmol/L), or Dox (500 nmol/L). Right,
quantitation of overlap (mean triplicate�SEM) of blue nuclear (DAPI) with red fluorescence from both Dox and CNDs. F, Fluorescent confocal microscopy images
(�63) of HEK293 cells incubated for 24 hourswith a Cyan-TF labeled CND–Dox–TF (50 nmol/L), Dox (500 nmol/L), and DMSO control. Green fluorescence, nucleus;
blue, TF; redfluorescence, inherent signal emitted fromDox�CND. � ,P<0.05; �� ,P<0.01; ��� ,P<0.001; ���� ,P<0.0001; ns, nonsignificant (t test). For densitometric
analysis, all samples normalized to loading control first. Samples in A (top) normalized to highest-expressing cell line BJAB. Samples in A (bottom) normalized to
uninfected basal condition cell line, respectively. Scale bar, 50 mm.
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(Supplementary Fig. S5). Because the large nucleus-to-cytoplasm ratio
of lymphoma cells limits microscopic evaluation of intracellular
events, we employed embryonic kidney HEK293 cells for further
assessments. After confirming HEK293 cells were an appropriate
system (Supplementary Fig. S6A), we treated them with CDT and
Dox and repeated fluorescent confocal assessment. We found that at a
lower dose, CDT entered the cytoplasm more efficiently, with signif-
icantly improved nuclear colocalization compared with Dox (Fig. 4E).
Rapid nuclear Dox accumulation seems unlikely if it remains attached
to the bulky TF protein. We therefore hypothesized Dox, either alone
or attached to the CND, separates from TF following TFR1-mediated
endocytosis. To test this, we synthesized CDT using cyan-fluorophore
tagged TF (CDTcy). After confirming similar potency of CDTcy
compared with CDT (Supplementary Fig. S6B), we treated HEK293
cells with CDTcy, staining the nucleus green to prevent fluorescence
overlap (Fig. 4F). We found that TFcy (blue) did not colocalize with
red (Dox–CND) fluorescence in the nucleus, suggesting TF uncou-

pling in the cytoplasm before Dox reaching the nucleus. These data
provide detailed insight to the mechanism of CDT therapy, demon-
strating cellular entry through TFR1, subsequent loss of TF from the
reagent and rapid entry of Dox into the nucleus.

Safe and effective dosing of CDT to PDX DLBCL-bearing mice
Wenext tested the safety and efficacy of CNDs in NOD scid gamma

(NSG) mice. Although Dox at 2.47 mg/kg already had a significant
effect on bodyweight, theMTDofDoxwas confirmed to be 3.3mg/kg,
leading to approximately 20% weight loss (survival endpoint;
refs. 51–53). A single dose of 82.5 mg/kg of CDT in non–tumor-
bearing NSG mice was too toxic, whereas 33.0 mg/kg was well-
tolerated (Supplementary Fig. S7A). Importantly, we found dosing,
equimolar to CDT 33.0 mg/kg, of CND–Dox (0.44 mg/kg) or CND
(0.25mg/kg)were non-toxic with no significant effects on bodyweight.
Histology of heart, liver, and kidney showed no necrosis from CDT
treatment (Supplementary Fig. S7B). We next assessed CDT toxicity

Figure 5.

R-nanoCHOP improves OS compared
with R-CHOP in DLBCL PDX-bearing
NSGmice. Twenty-two NSGmice were
implanted with DLBCL PDX tumor
(Supplementary Fig. S8B) and random-
ized to two groups. After death of one
animal before engraftment, remaining
animalswere treatedwithR-CHOP (n¼
11) or R-nanoCHOP (n ¼ 10) once on
day 1 of every 21 days. Predetermined
survival endpoints were tumor volume
≥1,500mm3,weight loss>20%, or other
signs of morbidity. A, Average tumor
volume �SEM measured twice weekly
via ultrasound. B, Average daily body
weight � SEM of surviving animals.
C, OS of all treatment groups. ���� ,
P < 0.0001 (Mantel–Cox). A–C,
mean �SEM of at least 10 technical
replicates representative of one inde-
pendent experiment.
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and efficacy in a DLBCL PDX model using the working dose (WD) of
33.0mg/kg. The PDXwas established from aDLBCL tumor, germinal-
center B-cell (GCB) subtype, excised from the spleen of a 57-year-old
male with no prior history of treatment. IHC analysis of the DLBCL
PDX tumor confirmed TFR1 expression (Supplementary Fig. S8A).
We engrafted NSG mice with these DLBCL PDX tumors and ran-
domized them at average tumor size 150 mm3 to 4 groups of 10: MTD
Dox, WD CDT, molar equivalent CND–Dox (0.44 mg/kg) or molar
equivalent CND(0.25mg/kg).Micewere treated intravenously x1with
each drug on days 0, 14, and 24. Treatment with CDT resulted in
similar antitumor efficacy compared with Dox, as shown through OS
and tumor volume assessments, with CND–Dox and CND having no
activity (Supplementary Fig. S8B and S8C). We have observed that
treatment with Dox results in an expected continuous decline of body
weight, with nadir by day 8, followed by a return to starting weight by
days 10–14. We mimicked CND-conjugate treatment to Dox treat-
ment as dictated by these body weight changes with eventual return to
starting weight triggering re-treatment. Both CDT- and Dox-treated
mice followed this expected trend following the first dose, but after two
additional doses, Dox-treated mice experienced irreversible weight
loss, whereas CDT-treated mice did not (Supplementary Fig. 8D).
These initial in vivo studies showed CNDs can be safely administered
in vivo. Importantly, we identify a WD of our full CDT therapy that
carries anti-lymphoma efficacy similar to single-agent Dox, while
preliminarily appearing better tolerated. Because Dox is never used
as a single agent clinically, relatively weak antitumor activity in this
experiment was not unexpected but justified further evaluation as part
of clinically relevant combination therapy.

R-nanoCHOP prolongs OS compared with R-CHOP in DLBCL
PDX-bearing animals

The 5-drug combination R-CHOP administered once on day 1 of
every 21-day cycle is standard frontline therapy for DLBCL. In a
clinically relevant assessment of our therapy, we replaced Dox in
R-CHOP with CDT (R-nanoCHOP). We engrafted 22 NSGmice with
DLBCL PDX tumors (Supplementary Fig. S8A) and randomized
them to two groups of 11 at tumor engraftment for R-CHOP or
R-nanoCHOP every 21 days. Of note, one mouse in the R-nanoCHOP
group died before initiation of treatment and was excluded from
further analysis. R-nanoCHOP (n ¼ 10) and R-CHOP (n ¼ 11)
resulted in essentially identical tumor-volume control while both
groups were alive (Fig. 5A; Supplementary Fig. S9A). R-nanoCHOP–
treated mice, however, tolerated treatment with dramatically less
weight loss than R-CHOP-treated animals (Fig. 5B; Supplementary
Fig. S9B). This led to R-nanoCHOP–treated mice having significantly
improved OS, tolerating an average of 2 additional treatment cycles
comparedwithR-CHOP–treatedmice (P< 0.0001,Fig. 5C).Histology
of R-nanoCHOP and R-CHOP–treated mice showed minimal effects
on vital organs of interest (Fig. 6A; Supplementary Fig. S9C). A
decrease in cellularity in bone marrow and subtle evidence of hepa-
totoxicity, indicated by increased lobular inflammation, was seen in
both treatment groups. Because animals were sacrificed by CO2

euthanasia as required by ethical considerations at ≥20% weight loss,
necroscopy did not identify specific therapy-related causes of death for
mice in either group. The greatly reduced toxicity of CDT compared
with Dox with at least equal antitumor activity was encouraging, but a
potential caveat is the species difference between host and tumor in
these experiments. We wanted to confirm CDT, containing human
holo-TF, interacted similarly with murine and human TFR1. Assess-
ment of TFR1 expression using an antibody reactive to the protein
from both species showed expression in the murine B-lymphoma line

A20 similar to BJAB cells, whereas 3T3 non-transformed murine
fibroblasts had lower expression (Fig. 6B). Like human DLBCL lines,
A20 cells were dramatically more sensitive to CDT than to unconju-
gated Dox (Fig. 6C, CDT EC50 0.59 nmol/L, Dox EC50 10.64 nmol/L).
This strongly suggests similar binding to murine and human TFR1 by
CDT. For further confirmation, we exposed BJAB and A20 cells to
500 nmol/L CDT or 25 mg/mL fluorophore-labeled human holo-TF
(holo-TF CF568) for 30minutes and analyzed red fluorescence by flow
cytometry (Fig. 6D). These results confirmed similar strong binding to
both human BJAB and murine A20 cells by both reagents. In sum,
human and murine TFR1 is bound similarly by human holo-TF,
including as part of the CDT conjugate. The novel therapeutic regimen
R-nanoCHOP has promising anti-lymphoma activity with a favorable
toxicity profile that allowed administration of additional treatment
cycles, prolonging OS.

Discussion
Frontline R-CHOP results in long-term disease-free survival in up

to 60% of DLBCL, but salvage of rel/ref patients has limited suc-
cess (1, 2). Recent advances in immunotherapy provide new options
for subsets of patients, but costly and laborious ex vivo methodology,
unfavorable clinical toxicities, and strict patient-eligibility require-
ments have hindered broad clinical implementation so far (54, 55).
Overexpression of cell-surface receptor TFR1 is well described across
cancer and has been therapeutically investigated in various solid-
tumor malignancies (9–18). Association between TFR1 and NHL
aggressiveness was reported in 1983 (56), but the limited sample size,
outdated methodologies, and heterogenous NHL diagnoses limit
current application of these findings. Here, we link TFR1 overexpres-
sion to poor prognosis in DLBCL in two well-known large datasets
from pretreatment biopsies of patients treated with standard therapies
with curative intent (Fig. 1). TFR1-targeted therapy is therefore an
opportunity to treat high-risk DLBCL tumors in a novel fashion.

Targeting TFR1 has been the focus of previously developed anti-
cancer therapeutic compounds, either using the receptor as an entry
point to deliver toxic cargo, or simply blocking TFR1’s growth-
promoting capabilities through antagonistic antibodies or single-
chain variable fragments (scFv; refs. 57, 58). Preclinical testing of
directly fused TF-Dox compounds revealed activity at the plasma
membrane and cytoplasm, in strong contrast with unconjugated
single-agent Dox’s activity in the nucleus, and this discrepancy was
among factors that ultimately halted further development (59–61). An
engineered diphtheria toxin mutant CRM107 fused to TF promoted a
tumor response in 9 of 15 evaluable brain-tumor patients during a
phase 1 trial (24), but ultimately failed due to seizure toxicity of unclear
etiology (25). TFR1-targeting nanoparticles successfully delivered
siRNA to patients with human melanoma but failed to evolve into
a clinically applicable therapy (26). Recent advances in nanotechnol-
ogy provide new opportunities to optimize the TFR1-targeted treat-
ment paradigm. In addition, previous efforts have not assessed efficacy
against DLBCL, a disease in which Dox is still considered the most
active drug as part of frontline chemoimmunotherapy.

Our CNDs are low-cost, non-toxic, eco-friendly nanoparticles with
advantageous properties for therapeutic development (33, 36, 39, 40,
62, 63). In this study, we developed and tested the antitumor efficacy of
a novel chemotherapeutic nanocarrier compound comprising holo-TF
and Dox linked to CNDs (Fig. 2A). Our results suggest that this is a
viable therapeutic strategy for targeting TFR1 in DLBCL. Cell viability
assessments revealed DLBCL cell lines are dramatically more sensitive
to CDT than single-agent Dox (Fig. 3A andB), with onset of apoptosis
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and DNA damage occurring at lower doses (Fig. 3C and D). Overall,
we find that in cell lines, baseline sensitivity to Dox appears most
closely associated with observed CDT efficacy rather than the absolute
level of TFR1 expression. This is consistent with well-described rapid
recycling of TFR1 back to the cell surface after each round of
endocytosis (48–50), and so while raw TFR1-expression may differ
across cell lines, rapidCDTuptake occurs nonetheless (Supplementary

Fig. S4D). Regardless, gain- and loss-of-function experiments dem-
onstrate that CDTactivity is ultimatelymediated byTFR1 (Fig. 4A–D)
and facilitated cellular entry via TF–TFR1 interaction (Fig. 4E) with
subsequent cytoplasmic separation of Dox, either alone or still bound
to CND, from TF (Fig. 4F). This enabled strong entry and activity of
Dox in the nucleus. We establish the safety of CNDs in NSGmice and
identify a WD of our CDT (Supplementary Figs. S7 and S8).

Figure 6.

R-nanoCHOP treatment has favorable toxicity profile.A, Heart, colon, small intestine, bonemarrow, spleen, liver hematoxylin and eosin pathology collected from R-
CHOP and R-nanoCHOP–treated mice at predetermined survival endpoints. B, Immunoblot analysis of TFR1 (90 kD) expression in HEK293, BJAB, 3T3, and A20 cell
lines. C, Forty-eight-hour viability assays for A20 cells plated in serial dilution of Dox and CND–Dox–TF. D, Flow cytometry binding assay of A20 and BJAB cells
incubated for 30 minutes with DMSO, holo-TFCF568, or CND–Dox–TF. Scale bar, 50 mm (�20 objective for all). For densitometric analysis, all samples were
normalized to loading control first, followed by normalization to respective lower TFR1-expressing cell lines.
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When comparedwithDoxMTD in a high-TFR1 expressingDLBCL
PDX model, we find that CDT has similar antitumor efficacy and an
improved toxicity profile (Supplementary Fig. S8). Tomore accurately
explore clinical relevance, we substituted Dox with CDT in frontline
R-CHOP, creating R-nanoCHOP, administered in clinically standard
21-day cycles. Compared with R-CHOP, R-nanoCHOP had similar
anti-lymphoma efficacy with diminished toxicity (Fig. 5A and B).
Strikingly, we see a significant improvement in the OS of R-nano-
CHOP–treated mice compared with those treated with R-CHOP
(Fig. 5C). Although histology showed similar effects of both treatment
modalities, it is important to note that this level of minimal toxicity
occurred in R-nanoCHOP–treated mice on average two cycles after it
was seen in R-CHOP–treated mice. We found that CDT has similar
activity against and binding to human and murine cells, addressing
potential caveats regarding possible lack of cross-species reactivity
(Fig. 6B–D). This shows that R-nanoCHOP delayed non-malignant
organ toxicity substantially longer than R-CHOP (Fig. 6A; Supple-
mentary Fig. S9). Specifically, we observed indication of diminished
negative effects in the bone marrow with R-nanoCHOP, despite
known high TFR1 expression on cells of the erythrocyte lineage. In
addition, in spite of additional dosing with R-nanoCHOP, no increase
in cardiotoxicity was observed. In this proof-of-principle work, we
believe we have demonstrated a biodistribution of CDT that results in
highly promising anti-lymphoma activity with reduced toxicities to
non-malignant tissues compared with Dox. Underlying germline
mutations found in immuno-incompetent NSG mice limit their
potential for a full panel of clinically relevant toxicity analyses (64),
a potential limitation of our study. Indeed, the NSG mice tolerated at
most only two cycles of R-CHOP compared with six cycles routinely
given to human patients. Further study in additional model systems,
therefore, will be needed as this approachmoves forward.We first plan
development of optimized therapeutic molecules based on the proof-
of-principle established here. We currently are synthesizing CDTsc, a
version in which holo-TF is replaced with an anti-TF scFv. We expect
that the resulting substantial decrease in molecular weight (>50%
overall) will improve pharmacokinetic properties and allow increased
dosing, while preserving strong anti-lymphoma activities. This system
is also highly adaptable to conjugation of additional antineoplastic
compounds and optimization with modifications that enhance deliv-
ery inside cells such as linkers specifically cleaved in lysosomes as are
used in approved antibody–drug conjugates (65). All of these
approaches we have under active investigation.

CDT’s successful delivery of Dox to DLBCL tumors in vivo with
diminished treatment-limiting off-tumor toxicities demonstrates a

proof of principle for targeting TFR1 in this disease. We believe these
studies provide compelling rationale for development of TFR1-targeting
therapies for DLBCL, perhaps using high TFR1 tumor expression as a
biomarker in the design of relevant clinical trials. We postulate that the
use of optimized reagents based on the CDT concept in place of Dox
could improve DLBCL patient outcomes in frontline or rel/ref settings.
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